
The Compatibility Conundrum
Modern work demands agility. Users juggle diverse endpoints, 
navigate evolving operating systems, and expect seamless 
access to the apps they need to be productive. Yet, many 
application delivery solutions stumble to provide a fast 
and easy packaging of apps without conflicts. 

Challenges Include: 
• File & Registry Clashes: Conflicting resources trigger 

crashes and erratic behavior.
• OS Version Lockout: Applications tied to specific builds falter 

on earlier or later versions, demanding constant repackaging.
• Management Complexities: Maintaining compatibility 

across versions grows complex and drains resources.

Liquidware FlexApp 
Unleashing Application Compatibility 

with Micro-isolation Technology

Breaking Free 
with Micro-isolation 
FlexApp introduces a paradigm shift. 
Its groundbreaking micro-isolation 
technology transcends mere isolation, 
dynamically resolving conflicts on the 
fly, even after packaging. Think of it as 
an invisible traffic cop, automatically 
and seamlessly redirecting file and 
registry conflicts.
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Micro-isolation in Action:

Transparent Redirection: FlexApp automatically resolves 
file and registry requests when conflicts occur.

Conflict Detection: Advanced algorithms sniff out 
potential clashes with other apps or the underlying OS.

Dynamic Resolution: FlexApp seamlessly reroutes 
conflicting requests, ensuring smooth operation 
irrespective of shared resources.

Every organization should strive to deliver applications that seamlessly adapt to any environment, 
from modern digital workspaces to older Windows® OS versions. Liquidware FlexApp™ has rewritten 
the rules with revolutionary micro-isolation technology, shattering the limitations of traditional 
solutions and unlocking true application freedom.
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FlexApp: More Than Just Micro-isolation
Micro-Isolation is just one of FlexApp's powerful features. This comprehensive solution unlocks 
a world of possibilities:

• Effortless Packaging: Convert applications into FlexApp containers with minimal effort.

• Microsoft Entra ID Support: Microsoft Entra ID security integrates with FlexApp One, 
bolstering your cloud workspace security. 

• Offline Access: Work productively with applications even when disconnected from the 
network.

• Seamless Integration: FlexApp supports all the leading management tools and platforms.
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The Benefits of Application Freedom
• Unmatched Compatibility: FlexApp boasts the industry's highest success rate, ensuring 

applications work flawlessly across your entire Windows ecosystem, from desktops to servers.
• Simplified Packaging: Micro-isolation heads off file and registry conflicts in real-time, 

eliminating strict grouping and ordering of apps.
• Management Streamlined: Manage your application portfolio with unprecedented ease and 

efficiency.
• Agility Unleashed: Deploy and update applications with confidence, knowing they'll thrive in 

any environment.
• Digital Employee Experience (DEX): Deliver consistent, reliable performance for your users, 

regardless of their workspace.

Embrace the App Revolution
Liquidware FlexApp empowers you to break free from the limitations of traditional application delivery. 
With micro-isolation technology, you can simplify management, enhance agility, and deliver a superior 
user experience across any workspace.

Unlock the limitless potential of your applications by visiting www.liquidware.com 
or by contacting sales@liquidware.com.


